Abstract
Introduction

61
Histological assessment is a critically important feature in the diagnosis, prognosis, 62 and treatment of disease. Until recently, tissues were only viewed under a traditional light 63 microscope. Two of the most prominent examples of tissue staining are hematoxylin & eosin 64
(H&E) and immunohistochemistry (IHC). However, with the advancement of digital 65 pathology, high-throughput whole-slide scanners are increasingly being used -enabling a 66 more quantitative assessment of histologic features on whole-slide images (WSIs). There are 67 multiple scenarios for studying co-localized stains. In the first case, two serial sections can 68 be taken from a tissue and stained with different chemicals. Alternatively, a slide could be 69 stained with one reagent, imaged, destained, re-stained with another reagent and imaged 70 again. Biological tissues can vary architecturally and in composition at the submicron level. From a computational perspective, this means the stain-restain scenario is more 76 suitable for rigid image registration, while the former is more suitable for non-rigid image 77 registration. Most of the previous work in the WSI registration field has been focused on 78 aligning consecutive sections of tissues for cross-sectional observations (e.g., 3-dimensional 79 tissue visualization) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Moreover, methods such as those proposed by Mueller et al. [6] 80 use a deformable multi-modal WSI registration technique. Using deformable registration 81 does not explicitly model the fact that pixels in multi-modal images may not belong to the 82 same cell, which can introduce errors into downstream analysis. In this paper, we focused on 83 re-stained histological WSI co-registration, which uses a rigid image registration strategy that 84 allows co-locating multiple markers in the same cell for more complex quantitative analysis. 85 4
The need for a rigid image registration is based on the fact that re-stained tissues have 86 a fixed relative position to the slide glass, meaning there should be some (x, y) shifting, but 87 no rotation. Several state-of-the-art rigid image registration methods could potentially be 88 used to handle this problem. Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [7] is one of the most 89 popular "key points"-based image registration method, in which strongly differentiable pixel 90 areas are detected, filtered, and matched based on their local features. Key points can be 91 filtered based on the differences in slope between matched key point pairs. correlations in the images can be found. The other major problem is that the registration 114 errors in low-resolution images will be magnified dozens of times if the transformation is 115 directly applied to high-resolution levels. Therefore, a more accurate way to leverage the 116 information from lower resolution to high resolution is needed. 117
In this paper, we proposed a robust strategy for WSI co-registration which can 118 precisely and efficiently align re-stained WSIs of the same tissue sections. Our approach 119 leverages image patches from the information-rich low resolution layers, weights their offsets 120 by kernel density estimation (KDE), and then regresses against the hierarchical nature of 121
WSIs to refine the offset parameters between two WSIs. Our results suggest that simple rigid 122 image registration that incorporates the unique structure of WSI file hierarchy is well suited 123 to address the re-stained WSI registration tasks. 124
125
Method
126
The main workflow of our registration strategy has been illustrated in Fig 1. There 127 are multiple scaled image levels in WSIs. We extracted image patches from the top three 128 image levels (the lowest resolution), and adopted Fourier transforms-based image registration 129 to align H&E and IHC pairs to each level. Since there are linear relationships between image 130 levels, we proposed a weighted hierarchical linear regression method to get the optimal 131 registration offset and rotation angle. Generally, our approach consists of three main parts: 1) 132 image patch-based registration; 2) KDE; 3) hierarchical resolution regression 133 134 For a two-dimensional image registration problem, the transformation matrix T can be 147 written like below. 148 
The cross-power spectrum of two images is defined as 157 
Kernel Density Estimation
169
Fourier transforms-based image registration method provides a straightforward 170 approach to align two image patches. We initially tried to directly register pathological 171 image pairs together in highest resolution with this method, and found that most pairs of 172 patches can be aligned well, but several failed due to limited texture information for use in 173 defining key points. To overcome this limitation, offsets were computed from multiple 174 patches sampled from the same WSI and at the same resolution. At first, we simply 175 computed the mean offset in the x and y planes, but found this approach was highly variable 176 (Fig 2) . Instead, we introduced a KDE algorithm [14] 
196
We apply the Scott's rule [15] to define bandwidth, and let the bandwidth be the same on 197 both x and y directions, such that 198 With a Gaussian kernel, the estimator is the weighted sum of the bivariate normal densities: 210 
Hierarchical Resolution Regression
222
There are several levels in a WSI (Fig 1) , which are defined by the multi-resolution 223 pyramidal data structure. The histological image pairs could be very different in details at 224 lower levels (with high resolution), but appear similar in higher levels (with low resolution). , and the downsampling factor between image levels is known and fixed, it 234 follows that pixel correlations can be defined as: 235 WSIs. To evaluate the registration accuracy, we developed an image visualization tool to 264 manually align two WSI by adjusting a floating image's offset and rotation angle with respect 265 to a fixed image (Fig 3) . The ground truth of image registration for our dataset was 266 determined by comparing the details at the same position after careful manual adjustment of 267 the floating image. We have made this tool freely available for others to use in their own 268 projects. 
Experiments and Results
276
Our experiments were conducted as illustrated in the workflow (Fig 1) , which 277 consists of three main steps: 1) raw registration, 2) KDE weighting, and 3) hierarchical 278 linear regression. 279
280
Raw Registration
281
We co-registered 100 pairs of H&E-IHC patches on all WSI levels using three rigid 282 registration methods: ECC [8] , FFT [9] , and SIFT [7] . To improve registration accuracy, we 283 also tried to add an extra filter to distill the matched key points detected by RANSAC [17] in 284 traditional SIFT output, which is denoted as SIFT-ENH. T he extra filter keeps key points 285 that share a similar slope. All implementations of these methods are based on the OpenCV 286 API [18] . We applied FFT together with these three methods to our dataset, the statistical 287 features of registration results are shown in Fig 2. The ECC, FFT, SIFT and SIFT_ENH all 288 performs well on lower resolutions (levels 2-3), but poor at level 0. 289
290
KDE Weighting
291
To reduce the variance in the predicted offsets, we attempted two different types of 292 procedures: weighting based on raw registration score and KDE. All the image registration 293 methods assessed here return a score to measure the success of registration. However, we 294 found that these scores do not always reflect the registration success for many patch-level 295 registrations. The reason might come from the fact that H&E and IHC images are very 296 different in hue and texture, and some have sparse unique local details. To reveal this 297 phenomenon, we show an example (Fig4, top row) by drawing the registration offsets in two 298 dimensional coordinates, where each registration is represented as a dot, colored by 299 confidence score. High scores mean the registration algorithm has high confidence in its 300 offset estimation. We found that offsets close to the ground truth are not necessarily those 301 13 with higher scores. This deficiency implies that confidence score based on image similarity 302 cannot effectively measure the registration accuracy, and a more efficient way should be 303 adopted. Hence, we show the KDE algorithm is more accurate at predicting the higher 304 scoring alignments than native scoring methods (Fig 4, bottom row) . 305 306 regression performed well, with the regression based on either the raw image registration 319 scores was not different from the KDE-weighting scheme. However, the same WSI pair 320 using an alternative raw image registration method (SIFT) was more varied and showed 321 substantial improvement when using the KDE weights rather than the scoring weights. 
